Case Report

Metastatic neck node: a straying journey to diagnosis
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ABSTRACT

Squamous cell carcinoma of lung is most commonly associated with smoking. Its metastasis to contralateral neck node as the first presenting symptom is very rare. Tuberculosis (TB) and cancer of lung have causal relationship. There may also be coexistence of another neoplasm around the time of diagnosis of primary neoplasm. We present a case report of an 80 years old man who presented with a contralateral metastatic neck node. He was diagnosed to have coexistent lung cancer and pulmonary TB. In this journey towards diagnosis, the findings suggestive of tubercular larynx might have been a sequel of pulmonary TB.
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INTRODUCTION

Visceral tumours metastasis to extracranial region of head and neck are uncommon and usual primary sources are breast, colon and kidneys.¹ Lung Cancer and TB are two major public health problems. The co-existence of TB and cancer in the same organ has been also reported which causes a diagnostic dilemma.² It is important to highlight the fact of co-existence of a second neoplasm at the same time or within six months period of primary lesion which is known as synchronous neoplasms. After this period they are considered as metachronous neoplasms. Fibre-optic nasopharyngolaryngoscopy was done which revealed a thickened nodular epiglottis with pale mucosa very much mimicking classical “Turban epiglottis” of Tuberculosis of larynx. Incidental small vallecular cyst was also found in Right vallecular region (Figure 1B). However, there was no undermined ulcers, mucosal hyperemia or interarytenoid mamillations. These findings led to D/Ds of (a) Metastatic neck disease - ? Supraglottic malignancy (b) Tuberculosis larynx.

There was history of low grades fever and weight loss. Cough was non-productive. Chest X-ray revealed a cavatatory lesion in upper zone of left lung (Figure 2A). MRI Neck confirmed the findings of neck node examination and fibreoptic examination of larynx. It also showed a thick walled cavatatory lesion in upper lobe of left lung. The patient underwent CT Chest that showed large cavatatory lesion with thick wall in left upper lobe with no hilar or mediastinal lymphadenopathy which suggested possibility of left Bronchogenic carcinoma (Figure 2B and C).
The patient was then re-examined to find the chronic signs of bronchogenic carcinoma like clubbing (in both upper and lower limbs) (Figure 3), a small anterior second and third rib deformity of on left side (Figure 1A) and left upper zone wheeze in chest, which were very much present.

However, the possible co-existence of lung cancer and malignancy larynx and/or pulmonary tuberculosis with laryngeal sequele could not be overlooked. PET (Positron emission tomography) was done. It showed intense tracer concentration in the mass lesion in upper lobe of left lung

and supraglottic larynx as well. The patient was taken for laryngotracheobronchoscopy and biopsy. Bronchoalveolar lavage was taken for smear and cytology. Smear was positive for acid fast bacilli. Cytology was suggestive of well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. Biopsy from epiglottis revealed Langerhan’s cells with carcinoma, necrosis and no atypia. Hence, the final diagnosis was “coexistent left bronchogenic carcinoma and pulmonary tuberculosis with laryngeal tuberculosis with contralateral neck node metastasis”. Unfortunately, during the treatment planning, the patient became hemiplegic and MRI brain suggested metastasis in brain parenchyma. Eventually, the patient had a cardiorespiratory arrest and died.

DISCUSSION

It is very unusual to have contralateral metastatic neck node (other than supraclavicular lymph node) as the first presenting symptom of lung cancer. Lung cancer usually metastasizes to mediastinal lymph nodes. Slaughter developed the theory of field cancerization in tumours of head and neck in 1946 where multiple tumours can originate independently in an area of epithelium pre-conditioned to cancer development by long-term exposure to carcinogens. Patients with head and neck cancers have high (2-3%) incidence of second primary lesions. In our case there was possibility of coexistence of supraglottic and lung malignancy.

Apart from these, there was coexistent pulmonary TB. Reactivation of a latent TB can occur because of immunosuppression due to cancer. Or else, scarring due to chronic TB can result in metaplasia.

In such cases when the clinicians land up in diagnostic dilemma, to his rescue comes advanced radiological and invasive surgical investigations.

Figure 1: (A) Right cervical lymphadenopathy (white arrow) and left rib deformity (black arrow), (B) Endoscopic view of larynx with nodular thickened epiglottis (block arrow) and Incidental Right vallecular cyst (black arrow).

Figure 2: (A) CXR showing cavitative lesion in upper lobe of left lung; (B) MRI NECK showing right cervical metastatic neck node and cavitative lesion in upper lobe of left lung; (C) CT chest showing cavitative lesion with thick irregular wall in upper lobe of left lung suspected of bronchogenic carcinoma.

Figure 3 (A and B): Clubbing in upper and lower limbs.
In our case, since there was no cough or expectoration, sputum AFB was of no use. ELISA for TB cannot be recommended for distinguishing it from Lung cancer.\textsuperscript{6} PET is useful in search for an unknown primary in patients who present with malignant neck disease with extremely variable reports ranging from 14-50%.\textsuperscript{7-8}

Bronchoscopy appeared to be most useful test at that time. It allowed collection and examination of lavage fluid for smear and cytology. It also allowed visualisation, location and histopathological confirmation of the lung tumour. Laryngeal biopsy was also taken at the same time.

CONCLUSION

Due to high prevalence of tuberculosis in India and radiological similarities of lung cancer and tuberculosis, attempts are needed to minimise the unacceptable delay in diagnosis by maintaining a high index of suspicion, low threshold for referral and aggressive use of appropriate investigative modalities. In the journey to diagnosis of a metastatic neck node, possibility of unusual sites and synchronous and metachronous malignancies as well should be kept in mind. Early diagnosis and prompt initiation of treatment can increase the chance of curability of the disease and may provide better quality of life with more survival rates.
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